40% of Line Of Duty Deaths this Year Occurred In and Around your Vehicle

It’s Time to Change The Culture!

Hosted By: Martin County Sheriff’s Office
Location: 800 S.E. Monterey Rd
Stuart, FL 34994
Date: March 13, 2014 Time: 8am – 5pm

Beyond the Cones
Instructed by: Sgt. Keith Wenzel

* Dallas PD: 30 years
* Below 100- Curriculum Development
* ILEETA Instructor
* SWAT
* Alert International Instructor- Core Development
* FLETC- Contracted Inst. & Curriculum Development

Beyond the Cones: Officers are killed and seriously injured every day in and around their squad cars. In reality, more officers are dying with a steering wheel in their hands than from felonious assaults. Sgt. Wenzel focuses on solutions to reduce crashes, injuries, and fatalities through a thorough examination of the following topics:

- It Could Happen to You!
- Vehicle Related Deaths
- Need for a Culture Change
- The Value of Seat Belts
- Needless Pursuits and Responses
- The Realities of High Stress Driving
- Distracted Driving
- Decision Making: Risk vs. Benefits
- Legal Consequences
- Importance of Intersection Clearing

REGISTRATION ONLINE @ www.lifelinetraining.com
COURSE FEE: $129 PER PERSON

For More Information or to Register:
Call Colin (815)768-9006 or colin@calibrepress.com

To be removed from this fax list, please email Barbara@lifelinetraining.com